
The MB 
I had wanted a place to call my own; to make a home 

where I could look forward to living for many years.  I did not 
know where I wanted to live, but I definitely knew I did not 
want to live in Southern California where I resided at that time.  
The problem was solved when I went looking for a home on 
wheels.  Many RV’s later, I walked into a bright, earthy toned 
mini motorhome.  The yellow appliances, green and brown 
patterned cushions and white ceiling made the small space light 
and bright.  The two side windows and wide windshield added 
the illusion of space.  The golden-toned, pecan woodwork 
matched the warm brown pattern of the floor.  The sensation 
of sunshine added such warmth. 

My search for a home ended that day.  My mini 
motorhome was the beginning of a new way of living.  The 
motor home was, hence, named Mini-Beginnings, shortened to 
the MB.  The MB and I could reside where we wished, and we 
could leave together when we wished. 

 
Notes from the editor and publisher: 

Sister Patricia’s little bit of heaven, the MB, is a foretaste of 
the dwelling place that the faithful saints of Yahweh have in store 
for them:  A place where we will find rest from this world, the peace 
that surpasses all understanding; and a sure and safe dwelling place 
for eternity.  Allelu-YAH, and Amein!   

“And they shall build houses, and inhabit them; and they shall 
plant vineyards, and eat the fruit of them.  They shall not build, and 
another inhabit; they shall not plant, and another eat: for as the days 
of a tree are [lengthy, so shall] the days of my people [be], and mine 
elect shall long enjoy the work of their hands.  They shall not labour 
in vain, nor bring forth for trouble; for they are the seed of the 
blessed of the Lord, and their offspring with them.”  Isaiah 65:21-23 

If you liked the MB, which is found in Patricia Lindquist’s 
collection of memories, Teachings, Lessons, and Blessings – down 
memory lane

 

, then you will enjoy reading her true story, Treasure 
in a Trash Can. 


